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Abstract. We report muon spin rotation measurements of the temperature dependence and
anisotropy of the magnetic field penetration lengths in the heavy fermion superconductor UPt3.
We observe a strong axial anisotropy. At 0.05 K we obtain for the penetration length parallel and
perpendicular to thec axisλc = 4260 (150)Å andλa = 6040 (130)Å, respectively.λ−2

a (T ) at
low temperatures excludes a superconducting order parameter in the B phase with only a line
of nodes in the equatorial plane of the Fermi surface. The combined analysis ofλ−2

c (T ) and
λ−2
a (T ) measured in the B phase favours an hybrid order parameter with point nodes at the poles

and a line of nodes at the equatorial plane. The A phase is characterized by a larger density of
nodes than the B phase.

While the occurrence of two low field superconducting phases (the low temperature B phase
and the high temperature A phase with critical temperatureTC− andTC+, respectively) in
the hexagonal heavy fermion UPt3 is now well established [1, 2], the determination of the
topology of the superconducting order parameter (1) has proved to be a rather difficult
problem. The spatial symmetry of1 in the A phase is unknown. Transport measurements
[3–5] and point-contact spectroscopy [6, 7] have shown that1 is anisotropic in the B phase.
It has a line of nodes in the basal plane. But extracting quantitative information is difficult
because the transport measurements require for their understanding a knowledge of the mean
free path of the thermally excited quasiparticles. Measurements of a static property such as
the magnetic penetration lengthλ should be easier to interpret. In fact such measurements
have already been performed using the muon spin rotation (µSR) technique on unannealed
samples [8]. But since the reported anisotropy ofλ is much smaller than expected, the
node structure of1 inferred from these measurements could be unreliable. The physical
properties of UPt3 are well known to be extremely dependent on the sample quality. In
addition, we note that the data analysis of Broholmet al [8] has been disputed [9]. These
facts motivated our newµSR study.

The µSR technique is unique in that it is not influenced by surface effects and gives
absolute values forλ. A magnetic fieldBext applied along thez axis, perpendicular to the
initial muon spin polarization, generates a flux lattice. The muon spins evolve in it until
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the muons decay [10–12]. The decay positron is emitted preferentially along the final muon
spin direction; by collecting positrons, we reconstruct the time dependence of the muon
spin depolarization functionP(t) which reflects the distribution of fields experienced by the
muons. The root mean square of this distribution is [13, 14]

1v = 6.092× 10−2f (Bext/Bc2)
80

λxλy
(1)

whereBc2 is the upper critical field,80 the quantum of flux (80 = 2.07×10−15 T m2) and
λi the penetration length along thei axis. The universal functionf describes the effect of
the finite size of the vortex cores [14].

λ−2
i (T ) factorizes asλ−2

i (T ) = λ−2
i (0)ρ

s
i (T ) whereρsi (T ) is the normalized superfluid

density in thei direction [15]. If1 has a high density of nodes in thei direction, the normal
quasiparticles are easily excited andλ−2

i (T ) decreases rapidly with increasing temperature.
Therefore the study of the anisotropy and temperature dependence ofλ−2 is an efficient
method to map out the location and characteristics of nodes.

The µSR measurements were performed at the MuSR spectrometer [16] of the ISIS
facility (Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK). We used the two high quality crystals
described in a recent letter [17]. Their high quality is demonstrated by the specific heat
(the two superconducting temperatures are well defined as seen in figure 3) and the residual
resistivities at low temperature (ρc(0) = 0.17 µ� cm andρb(0) = 0.54 µ� cm [5]) are
among the lowest ever reported. The geometry of the experiment was such that one sample
was studied withBext parallel either toc or a and the second sample withBext parallel either
to a or a∗. The measurements withBext‖a could therefore be done with the two samples and
gave similar results. In each caseBext was applied parallel to the sample disc, minimizing
the diamagnetization effect. We tookBext = 18 mT. The measurements were performed
down to T/TC− . 1/10. We paid attention to perform the field cooled measurements in
a state of thermal equilibrium: a target temperature was very slowly reached from above
(within ∼15 min). The positrons were recorded with 32 detectors [16]. The data of the
neighbouring detectors were added four by four giving rise to eight effective sets of data,
i.e. to eight spectra. In figure 1 we present two spectra taken at different temperatures. All
the spectra are well analysed by the sum of two functions

aP (t) = as exp

(−γ 2
µ1

2
tf t

2

2

)
cos(γµ〈B〉t + φ)+ abg cos(γµBextt + φ). (2)

The first function describes theµSR response of the sample and the second accounts for
the muons stopped outside the sample. As most of these muons stop in the silver sample
holder and cryostat windows, the second component is weakly damped.γµ is the muon
gyromagnetic ratio (γµ = 851.6 Mrad s−1 T−1), γµ1tf the damping rate,〈B〉 the mean
field in the sample,φ an initial phase which depends on the detector location. The low
temperature measurements allowed us to determine the asymmetry of the background,abg.
We foundabg = 0.09. It was then taken as a fixed parameter at high temperature. All
the other parameters were free in the fits. We hadas ' 0.125. For a given experimental
condition, the parameters of the eight spectra were averaged to yield the final parameters
[18]. We do see a large relative frequency shift at low temperature which reflects the
diamagnetic response: relative to the frequency shift aboveTC+, the frequency shift at 0.05 K
is ∼2.5% and 0.5% forBext applied perpendicular and parallel to thec axis, respectively.

In figure 2 we present1tf(T ) for three different directions ofBext relative to the crystal
axes. Whereas in the paramagnetic state our results are consistent with published data
[8, 19], in the B phase they drastically differ, reflecting the effect of the sample quality
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Figure 1. Examples ofµSR spectra recorded on UPt3. The field distribution due to the vortex
lattice induces a strong damping of the oscillations at low temperature. Solid lines are from fits
described in text.

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of the transverse field width1tf measured in field cooling on
UPt3 for three different directions of the applied field,Bext, relative to the crystal axes. The axial
anisotropy is strong and the planar anisotropy negligible (open and closed circles correspond to
Bext parallel toa anda∗, respectively). The dashed and solid lines are from fits to models I and
II, respectively.

on the vortex field distribution. We observe a stronger axial anisotropy and larger field
distributions, i.e. smaller penetration lengths. There is no planar anisotropy.
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Figure 3. Zero-field specific heat and1tf for Bext‖a∗ near 0.5 K. The open and closed circles
correspond to spectra recorded at 2 mT using a zero-field cooled (zfc) procedure and at 18 mT
in field cooling (fc) experiments, respectively. The high temperature level of the zfc data is
higher than for fc data because the zfc spectra have been recorded using auxiliary coils, the field
of which is not very homogeneous. The dashed lines are guides to the eyes. It is rewarding that
the two superconducting temperatures as determined by specific heat andµSR measurements
are consistent.

In figure 3 we compare the temperature dependence of the zero-field specific heatC

(divided by the temperature) and the zero-field cooling (zfc) and field cooling (fc) damping
rates (in field units) for temperatures near 0.5 K andBext ‖ a∗. The two superconducting
temperatures as determined by specific heat andµSR are consistent. The same agreement is
found forBext parallel toa andc. As noticed previously [19] the zfc and fc measurements
clearly distinguish the two superconducting temperatures. The fc measurements do not
detect the vortex lattice field distribution of the A phase. This is a fingerprint of the
extremely largeλ value, i.e. of the presence of more quasiparticles in the A phase than
would be present if the B phase extended up to the same temperature. We estimate thatλ

is larger than≈1.6 µm. The difference between the zfc and fc damping rates may reflect
the effect of flux pinning on the zfc measurements [20].

We have modelled the signal from the sample by a product of a Gaussian and an
oscillating function. Although this is certainly a rough approximation, it should yield reliable
estimates of the temperature dependence of the penetration lengths [21] and their anisotropy.
We have not attempted to determine the field distribution lineshape, and therefore to obtain
more information than simply the penetration length, because the background signal is too
large to extract reliable lineshapes characterized by relatively small widths. Recently Lee
et al [22] have managed to observe such types of lineshape at the ISIS facility. But for
recording their data they only needed a helium cryostat which has a background signal
drastically reduced compared to the dilution cryostat.
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Figure 4. Temperature dependence of parameters deduced from the analysis of theµSR data.
(a) λ−2

c (squares) andλ−2
a (circles). (b) Opening angleαa (= αa∗ ) of the vortex lattice for the

field applied in the basal plane. The data are presented forT 6 0.4 K. Lines give the predictions
of models described in the text. For the polar state10 = 1.17 [15].

AboveTC− the damping is only due to the195Pt nuclear magnetic moments characterized
by a root mean square1n. Therefore1v = (12

tf −12
n)

1/2. Then, using the data of figure 2
and equation (1), we computeλ−2

i . SinceBc2 is not changing drastically with temperature
for T 6 0.4 K [23], f (Bext/Bc2) varies only from 0.84 and 0.81 at 0.4 K to 0.92 and 0.90
at 0.2 K forBext perpendicular and parallel toc, respectively. At lower temperature it is
temperature independent. Therefore the extrapolation ofλi to Bext = 0 does not modify its
low temperature dependence.λ−2

i (T ) are presented in figure 4. The mean free pathl being
very large relative to the coherence lengthξ0 (l > 5000Å and ξ0 ∼ 150 Å; see [5]), we do
not correctλa andλc for finite mean free path. At 0.05 K we obtainλc = 4260 (150)Å
andλa = 6040 (130)Å, in reasonable agreement with estimates from neutron diffraction
(λc = 4220 (90)Å and λa = 7150 (150)Å [24]) and at variance with previousµSR data
(λc = 7070 (30)Å andλa = 7820 (30)Å [8]). The agreement between the neutron and our
µSR results justifies the model used for theµSR data analysis. We derive the lower critical
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field Bc1 = 80 ln(λ/ξ)/(4πλ2) ≈ 1.7 mT and 2.5 mT forBext parallel and perpendicular to
c. Bext was therefore well aboveBc1, a requirement for the applicability of our analysis.

Our data analysis supposes that the increase of the field inhomogeneity in the B phase
is only due to the flux line lattice. This is justified since the upper bound on a possible
internal magnetic field at the muon site due to the Cooper pairs is very small: 3µT [17].
Even if an internal field of 10µT were really induced by the Cooper pairs as measured by
Luke et al [9], this field would still be much smaller that the field due to the flux line lattice
(see figure 2). In the past it has been suggested that this lattice can not be at the origin of
the measured field inhomogeneity since the inhomogeneity is strongly field dependent [9].
This argument is not valid [14].

Minimizing the free energy of the anisotropic London model with respect to the opening
angleαz of the vortex lattice in the reciprocal lattice, a closed form expression is derived:
tanαz = λx/(

√
3λy) [25]. Therefore we can estimateαz from the penetration length

anisotropy. As a first consequence, since there is no planar anisotropy, the flux lattice
for Bext‖c is triangular. As a second consequence, the measured axial anisotropy gives us
the possibility to determineαa (=αa∗ ) characterizing the flux lattice forBext ⊥ c. From the
µSR measurements it is not possible to choose between the following two choices:λx is
eitherλa or λc. But since neutron diffraction indicatesαa < 30◦, the appropriate choice is
λx = λc. In figure 4(b) we presentαa(T ). The agreement between the low temperatureαa
value as deduced fromµSR here and by neutron (≈ 19◦ [24]) is rewarding. Note that the
temperature dependence of the opening angle has already been presented in a recent review
[11], but with a different definition of the angle. In this report we use the same definition
as in [24].

For the quantitative analysis ofλ−2
i (T ) we need to specify the shape of the Fermi

surface. For simplicity we model it with a single ellipsoid of anisotropy mass ratiorN
(rN = ma/mc). Referring to the literature [1, 2] we write|1(θ, ϕ, T )| = 10(T )g(θ, ϕ)

where θ and ϕ are the polar and azimuthal angle, respectively. We first consider the B
phase. It is well established that1 has at least a line of nodes in the basal plane [4]. As
a first step we test whether the single line of nodes hypothesis is consistent with our data.
Thus we writegB = Y10 whereY10 is an ellipsoidal harmonic. As shown in figure 4(a)
the polar symmetry cannot explainλ−2

a (T ) at low temperatures. Therefore1 has nodes
at the poles of the Fermi surface: it must be hybrid. Following Norman and Hirschfeld
[26] we write gB as a sum ofYlm normalized such that10 is the maximum of1. We
consider two simple gaps:gB = Y21 + εY41 and gB = Y32 + εY52 for model I and II,
respectively. The Ginzburg–Landau expansion of symmetry E1g (E2u) [1, 2] yieldsg(θ, ϕ)
given by model I (II). If the mixing parameterε = 0, 1 vanishes linearly (quadratically)
with θ at the poles for model I (II).1(θ) nearθ = π/2 is the same for the two models.
We use the weak-coupling gap interpolation formula10,ν(T ) = 10 tanh(a

√
TCν/T − 1)

with TCν = TC− = 0.475 K. The parametersa and10 are only weakly dependent on the
symmetry of1 and onrN [15]. We takea = 1.7 and10 = 1.0 K. Resistivity measurements
suggestrN = 1.65 [27].

In figures 2 and 4(a) we compare our data with the model predictions. The curves are
the results of combined fits of all the data of figure 2. The two hybrid models describe
reasonably well the data at low temperatures. The best agreement is found forε = −0.1.
On the other hand, at high temperatures, both predict lower superfluid density than observed.
The strongest discrepancy occurs forλ−2

a (T ) at T & TC−/2. The high temperature misfit is
not reduced by taking into account the interference between the two components of1 [28].
We have attempted to improve the fits by adjusting all the parameters (λ−2

a (0), λ
−2
c (0), ε,

rN , a, 10). Keeping these parameters in reasonable bounds (−0.56 ε 6 0, 06 rN 6 2.5,
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1.5 6 a 6 1.9, 0.85 6 10 6 1.15), we have not found a parameter set yielding a better
description than the ones initially obtained. Interestingly, the analysis shows thatε cannot
have an appreciable positive value. We do not understand the origin of the misfit which is
clearly reflected in figure 4(b).

We have estimatedλ at 0.48 K for the A phase assuming the hybrid models withε = 0.
The gA function is then equal to sinθ cosθ cosϕ and sin2 θ cosθ cos 2ϕ for models I and
II, respectively. We have used10,+(T ) with TC+ = 0.520 K, rN = 1 and10, a, λc(0)
andλa(0) at their values determined for the B phase. For model I we findλi = 2.1, 3.6
and 1.6µm for i = a, a∗ and c, respectively. The same computation for model II gives
λc = 1.8 andλa = 2.5 µm. All these values are consistent with the experimental bounds.

In summary, we have mostly probed the B phase. We have discovered a strong axial
anisotropy of the penetration length tensor in that phase. We did not detect any basal plane
anisotropy. We have measured as a function of the temperature the angle characterizing the
vortex lattice forBext in the basal plane. The low-temperature dependence of the penetration
lengths indicates that the order parameter has certainly an appreciable density of nodes at
the poles of the Fermi surface. Our data do not allow us to select between the considered
hybrid models. Astonishingly they overestimate the penetration length at high temperatures.
Our analysis is based on the hypothesis that the Fermi surface is a single ellipsoidal surface.
This is certainly an oversimplification. Since we have modelled the lineshape by a Gaussian
function, there is as well the possibility that this model does take into account a possible
change of lineshape as the temperature increases. To investigate this last point, a proper
lineshape is required. This may not be feasible because of the relatively large background
in the dilution cryostat at ISIS. We have inferred that the node density in the A phase is
significantly enhanced as compared to the B phase as predicted by the hybrid models.
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